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Abstract
Many interesting examples of hyperbolic hypersurfaces in the complerc projective space P3(C) have been
known. ln this paper, we give some examples of 2-dimensional hyperbolic algebraic varieties which are defined
as intersections of Fermat varieties in P4(C).
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1

Introduction

The following theorem was given by Green [Gr]
and IFbjimoto [Fll:

In [K], Kobayashi asked whether a generic hypersurfaoe in the complex projective spaoe P"(C) of de
gree enough 1arge with respect to n is hyperbolic or
not. This coajecture is true for n = 2. ln fact, a plane

Theorem 2.1. Let fo,...,fn be entire functions
which are not identically zero such that fod+• • •+f.d -=

O, where d ts a positive integer. ijd ) n2, then

curve with genus greater than or equal to 2, does not

2fid--o

admits no non-constant holomorphic mapping from
C, because its universal covering space is aball. For
n ) 3 this problem is stM open. But there have been
known many examples of hyperbolic hypersurfaoes in
P3(C) ([Br-Gr][D][F2][Go][N][Sl][S2]). in this paper,
we give some examples of 2-dimensional hyperbolic algebraic varieties which are defined as intersections of
Fermat varieties in P4(C).

2

Preliminaries
We recall some definitions and a result.

Definition 2.1. For two entire functions f and g
which are not identically zero, we say they are equiv-

allent if there erdsts a constant c (c f O) such ds
f = cg holds. This introduces an equivalence relation
in ea(in set of entire functions which are not identically

zero. We mean by the notation fNg that f and g

fj El
for each equivalence class l of{fo,...,f.}. Especially
each class has at least ttvo ele7nents.

3 Maintheorem
Let d be a positive integer. Put Md := {Xod+
+X4d = O}, where Xo,...,X4 are homogeneous
•••
coordnates, which is a Fermat varietiy of degree d in
P4(C). First taJee d as d is greater than or equal to
16. And then tske d' such as the set of d-th roots of
-1 and that of the d'-th roots of --1 do not share any

element. We define a complex surfaoe S in P4(C) as
S :== Md n Mdt. Then we have the fonowing theorem:
Theorem 3.1. S ts Kohayashi hstperbolic.

are equivalent.

Proof. Assume that there exigts a holomorphic
mapping f of C into P4(C) with reduced representap

Definition 2.2. Let f be a holomorphic mapping of

tion i= (fo, fi, f2, f3, f4) such that f(C) C S. Since

C into P"(C). A representation f = (fo, • • • , fn) Of f

f(C)cMd,f,d+•••+f,d-=o.

is a holomorphic mapping of C into C"+i such that
f'-'(o) f C and f(z) = (fo(z) : ••• : f.(z)) for each

First we assume that each fJ• i not identicaJly zero.
By Theorem 2.1, the set {fo, . . . , f4} of entire func-

z E C N i'i(O), where (Xo :•••:X.) is a homoge-

tions can be divided into each equivalence classes. Let

neous coordinate system. A representation f is called
to be reduced if f-i(o) = ip.

N be the number of elements of an equivalence class
of fo•
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(I) The case that N = 5. Cleary, f is constant in
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is not a new one. This is given in a rather complicated
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